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1 Overview

VICCI is a programmable cloud-computing research testbed that provides an experimental platform for de-
veloping next-generation Internet services. VICCI encompasses a distributed set of virtualized compute
clusters and networkinghardware, as well as thesoftwarethat enables multiple researchers to innovate both
at and above the infrastructure layer. VICCI is designed to support research into the design, provisioning,
and management of a global, multi-datacenter infrastructure—thecloud—and also into the design and de-
ployment of large-scale distributed services that use suchan environment. VICCI is a distributed instrument,
with a point-of-presence at Princeton, Georgia Tech, Stanford, and the University of Washington, along with
international clusters in Europe and Japan.

VICCI enables a broad research agenda in the design of network systems that require both multiple
points-of-presence and significant compute/storage capability at each site. It enables research in:

Building block services designed to be used by other cloud applications. As cloud computing be-
comes increasingly prevalent, the demands for new serviceswill increase. VICCI supports the development
of much-needed services that address issues of replication, consistency, fault-tolerance, scalable perfor-
mance, object location and migration. Researchers can explore multiple—sometimes conflicting, sometimes
complementary—approaches to these problems.

New cloud programming models designed for targeted application domains. These models—
focused, for example, on constructing virtual worlds and managing personal data—are designed to give
application writers a way to think about programming the cloud.

Cross-cutting issues at the foundation of the cloud’s design. The VICCI testbed allows research
teams to investigate fundamental issues related to cloud computing, including how the network is managed
within data centers, between data centers, and between a multi-site cloud and end-users, and how to build a
trusted cloud platform that ensures the confidentiality andintegrity of hosted computations.

VICCI has been bootstrapped with working software from PlanetLab, a next-generation Internet testbed
developed at Princeton that is used by thousands of researchers and has carried live traffic for millions of
users worldwide. Our ultimate goal is to fold the results of VICCI research back into the testbed itself,
allowing us to improve the system over time and making it an even more effective platform for research into
scalable network systems.

VICCI is designed to provide a realistic environment to evaluate and deploy scalable network services.
Our philosophy for VICCI is strongly influenced by our experience with PlanetLab, which has demonstrated
the importance of deploying experimental network serviceson platforms that are realistic enough to attract a
real-user community. It is only by observing how experimental systems are used in practice that researchers
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learn the right set of problems to solve, and these experiences also provide crucial training for future gen-
erations of computer scientists. Toward these ends, VICCI is designed to supportdeployment studiesof the
prototype systems put forward by the research community. Indoing so, our goal is to accelerate the research
and teaching process by supporting the seamless migration of scalable services and applications from early
prototype, through multiple design iterations, to a continuously running experiment that generates meaning-
ful results by carrying real traffic on behalf of a large end-client community.

2 Research Activities Enabled

VICCI is a programmable cloud-computing research testbed,encompassing both a distributed set of vir-
tualized compute clusters and networkinghardware, and thesoftwarethat enables multiple researchers to
innovate both at and above the infrastructure layer. VICCI is designed to support research both into the
design, provisioning, and management of a global, multi-datacenter infrastructure—the cloud—as well as
the design and deployment of large-scale distributed services that use such an environment.

VICCI enables a broad research agenda in the design of network systems that require both multiple
points-of-presence and significant processing/storage capabilities at each of those sites. This section gives
several example projects that illustrate the types of research supported by VICCI. The examples are drawn
from the initial set of faculty and senior researchers that have been instrumental in creating—and are already
using—VICCI:

• Princeton University: Larry Peterson, Jennifer Rexford, Vivek Pai, Michael Freedman.

• University of Washington: Tom Anderson, Ed Lazowska, Hank Levy, Steve Gribble, ArvindKrish-
namurthy.

• Stanford University: Nick McKeown, Philip Levis, Mendel Rosenblum, John Ousterhout, Guru
Parulkar.

• Georgia Tech: Nick Feamster, Cristian Lumezanu, Wenke Lee.

• ETH Zurich: Timothy Roscoe.

• Max Planck Institute for Software Systems: Peter Druschel, Rodrigo Rodrigues, Paul Francis, and
Krishna Gummadi.

• University of Tokyo: Aki Nakao.

As a point of reference, the research described in this section is organized into three subsections, loosely
corresponding to three common models of cloud services [17]: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). We avoid a rigid interpretation of theXaaS model,
however, as our goal is to permit full exploration of clouds without unnecessarily constraining research with
a particular architecture.

2.1 Building Block Services

These are cloud services designed to be used either directlyby end-users or as building blocks of other cloud
applications. They address issues of data consistency, replication, scalable performance, object location,
and migration—but sliced-and-diced in different ways. That is, the services described below reflect both
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the variety of building blocks required and the diversity ofdesign principles. This diversity is important,
especially since it seems unlikely that one can design “one-size fits all” services for cloud computing.

2.1.1 A Consistent DHT for Cloud Applications

Large-scale distributed systems increasingly rely on scalable storage and lookup services such as Distributed
Hash Tables (DHTs). Researchers have leveraged scalable lookup to design distributed filesystems, con-
tent distribution networks, location sensing systems, andrendezvous-based communication infrastructures.
DHTs are also used in various deployment settings ranging from data center applications to peer-to-peer
systems. Most existing DHTs, however, support only weak consistency semantics, often with negative
consequences for the client application programmer [22, 30, 23, 14, 4, 24, 3, 5]. For example, with Kadem-
lia [14], the DHT used to coordinate swarm membership withinBitTorrent, a read of a key’s value after
a write to the key is not guaranteed to return the new value. Similarly, Amazon’s Dynamo[5]—used as a
distributed store for various e-commerce applications within the data center—sacrifices consistency under
certain failure scenarios. In such cases, it is the responsibility of the application to manage its state replica-
tion. Furthermore, even if data is not lost, different nodesmight maintain different values for the same key
and the application would have to reconcile conflicting replica values. These issues undermine the utility of
DHTs by increasing the complexity of developing applications on top of them.

To address this, researchers at UW have designed Harmony [10], a DHT aimed at very large scale dis-
tributed applications, but one in which “you get what you put”. The distinguishing feature of Harmony is
that it organizes nodes into self-managing groups, mergingand splitting with neighboring groups as neces-
sary to deal with churn. The DHT itself manages its heterogeneous resources to provide high availability,
high performance, and serializable consistency. Strict consistency is conceptually easier for the application
programmer and often necessary for complex distributed applications. The hypothesis is that consistency
can be provided without a prohibitive performance penalty.

An initial implementation of Harmony has been built in Python. The prototype implements the mech-
anisms required for consistent and robust management of groups of nodes. The researchers plan to use
VICCI to identify and solve issues relating to performance,adaptability, and large-scale deployment. For
instance, performance bottlenecks arising out of high geographical dispersal of nodes could be overcome
by intelligently selecting group members and the leader during operations that change the group’s composi-
tion. As the expected lifetime of nodes might vary based on the nature of the deployment (with data centers
having stable nodesets while P2P settings having more rapidchurn), Harmony could adapt to workload
characteristics to improve robustness and load balance.

A primary goal of the project is to build and deploy a production version of Harmony, and consequently
spur the development of a new generation of distributed systems that can assume robust, consistent lookup
and storage as a fundamental building block. Today’s distributed testbeds such as PlanetLab are valuable
in evaluating and optimizing for wide-area peer-to-peer settings, but they are insufficient in providing a
realistic environment for emulating data center settings and providing workloads that would be typical of
the cloud. VICCI provides a testbed where Harmony can be evaluated and customized for applications
that are deployed across multiple data centers—a particularly challenging setting given the combination of
geographical dispersion across sites and large scale within a single site.

2.1.2 A Global, Content-Oriented Filesystem

Cloud computing provides an opportunity for converging three previously-disparate systems: content distri-
bution networks, network accelerators, and filesystems. Bycombining these systems, the cloud can provide
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a location-independent, high-performance, bandwidth-efficient system to many classes of users in a rela-
tively transparent manner.

Content distribution networks are typically used to help scale Web sites by moving copies of files to
geographically-distributed replication servers, which can address many of the scale, congestion, and latency
issues that arise in centralized infrastructure [35, 19]. Beyond being Web-centric, these systems typically
tend to be read-only, and require advance preparation. These requirements are well-suited to Web sites
needing scalability, but are not compatible with traditional filesystem behavior.

Network accelerators, also known as wide area network (WAN)accelerators, are systems that provide
point-to-point compression to overcome bandwidth limitations when sending redundant content. These
systems operate transparently and can operate at a granularity smaller than files, such as network packets
or pieces of packets. Unlike content distribution networks, which assume an open-ended user population,
WAN accelerators typically serve closed populations within multiple locations of a single organization.

Extending traditional filesystems to wide-area environments has historically proven challenging. The
earliest example of this approach is AFS [12], which allows distributed groups to share a single namespace
through the use of aggressive local caching. However, data is provided only by authoritative servers and
only to local users in each location, limiting location-independence. Research systems, such as Ivy [15],
have used DHTs to provide greater wide-area coverage, but ata loss of performance due to the use of a
non-overwriting log to record all file modifications.

To address these issues, Princeton researchers are building Syndicate [31], a cloud-based wide-area
filesystem that provides scalability, performance, and efficient bandwidth usage. In order to achieve these
goals, the filesystem is content-oriented—the data exchanges within the system are decoupled from the
control transfers, allowing the data to be served efficiently while the control plane provides the traditional
filesystem behavior and semantics. The data transfers in thefilesystem are chunked using content-based
fingerprinting, as is done for WAN accelerators. All data transfers of chunks are performed over a content
distribution network, further decoupling the location of content access from the location of the provider and
consumer.

A prototype of Syndicate is currently running on VICCI. Syndicate’s “filesystem in the cloud” requires
an infrastructure that, like VICCI, decouples the locationof the producer and the consumer, and provides
considerable storage and transformation capabilities in the wide area. The researchers also plan to use
VICCI to explore hybrid approaches that combine a cloud-based filesystem with dedicated local servers or
peer-to-peer networks.

2.1.3 Scalable Services with Strong Robustness Guarantees

With modern datacenters reaching tens of thousands of servers, large-scale services initially embraced weak-
ened consistency models to achieve scalability and performance goals. This direction proved highly success-
ful for a variety of applications, including web crawling, search, and content distribution. Still, the recent
trend to move ever-more dynamic applications to the “cloud”portends a shift in service requirements—in
which losing data or applying operations out-of-order may not be acceptable—as does far-flung demand for
concurrent access to data and services, spread across datacenters world-wide.

To meet these changing needs, researchers at Princeton are reconsidering the challenge of building
storage and replicated systems with strong robustness guarantees and at scale. Their work leverages certain
trends common to many of these datacenter services, including simple data models, effective object-based
interfaces, and read-heavy object workloads. Since large-scale, complex systems are typically built-up from
smaller groups—which either act as different subsystems toprovide varying functionality, or are simply used
to partition some larger state-space into smaller, more manageable parts—their research is guided by agroup
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compositional approachto the problem. First, they are designing novel protocols for smaller groups of nodes
that offer strong properties at minimal overhead, considering both fail-stop and Byzantine models of failures.
Respectively, these have been realized in the CRAQ object-storage system [32] and the Prophecy system for
Byzantine-fault-tolerant (BFT) replicated state machines [28]. Second, they are designing a coordination
service and a suite of management algorithms that adaptively organizes these groups and composes them
together, with the goal of building larger-scale systems that preserve their base guarantees. These algorithms
particularly explore problems of dynamic load balancing, topological control, and security that arise both
within and between datacenters.

To test the usefulness and efficacy of these strongly robust infrastructure services, the researchers plan to
deploy prototypes on VICCI. They already have significant experience with VICCI since they used it to eval-
uate the COPS key-value store [13]. VICCI provides a realistic deployment environment since it resembles
commercial datacenter environments in terms of hierarchical topology, fate sharing, and realistic network
latencies and throughputs. Once the prototypes are solid, they plan to operate them as publicly-available ser-
vices on VICCI. Several other distributed systems they are building—including a scalable virtual world [11],
a peer-assisted content distribution network [33] and an anycasted name resolution service [27]—will rely
on these core services.

2.1.4 Object Location and Distribution

Many services are replicated across multiple data centers,or migrate from one server or data center to
another in response to failures, changes in demands, or fluctuations in energy prices. In this context, we
explore how to handle the inherent churn in the mapping of services to particular server machines and loca-
tions. Princeton researchers are creating a new architecture called Serval [6] that redefines the relationship
between naming and routing to meet the needs of these wide-area replicated services. Serval routes traffic
to data centers (or “Service Systems”) based on object names, and supports both successive refinement (to
hide churn within the data center) and reactive packet redirection (to support seamless migration of a service
from one data center to another). We believe our architecture will be scalable in the face of considerable
churn, while also simplifying the design and operation of wide-area services.

The researchers intend to use VICCI to evaluate several key research issues with Serval. First, commu-
nication in Serval takes place between two “objects” with unique identifiers. The routing system directs the
packets to an appropriate host, which may change over time due to failures, load balancing, planned mainte-
nance, or migration. For scalable routing, packets are directed to a particular Service System (SS), based on
a name-resolution process that is closely tied with packet routing. When an object moves, packets in flight
are redirected from one SS to another. Designing, implementing, and deploying the protocol for mapping
objects to the appropriate SS and host is a major part of the Serval project. Experimental evaluation in the
wide area is critical to determine how the protocol scales inthe face of churn in the association of objects to
hosts.

Second, compared to today’s Internet, Serval places more functionality on the edge nodes that connect a
Service System to the rest of the Internet. These nodes are responsible for directing packets toward internal
hosts, and deflecting packets to other SSes when necessary. The researchers plan to prototype and deploy
an edge node that leverages the OpenFlow switches in each VICCI site. The control plane for the edge node
will run on a NOX server that installs packet-forwarding rules in the OpenFlow switch. They intend to build
and compare two variants of the Serval protocol, one that places more state in the edge node, and another
that piggybacks state on data traffic. This will allow them toevaluate trade-offs in scalability of the edge
node and the end hosts, and how quickly the system can respondto unexpected churn.

Third, the real test of Serval is whether it simplifies the design, deployment, and operation of wide-
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area services. To evaluate the effectiveness of Serval, they plan to build several example services on top of a
Serval deployment on VICCI. The example services include a reliable DNS hosting service to provide name-
to-address mapping for geo-replicated services, a port of the CoralCDN [7] content distribution network, and
a next-generation virtual-world application called Meru [11]. These applications can greatly benefit from
direct support for naming and routing in terms of objects, rather than hosts.

2.2 Cloud Programming Models

These projects represent new programming models designed for targeted application domains. They give
application writers a way to think about programming the cloud.

2.2.1 A Cloud for Federated Virtual Worlds

The possibilities and capabilities of virtual worlds have long been a facet of fiction. A visual, three-
dimensional metaphor could provide an intuitive and simpleinterface for navigating information and com-
municating. Virtual worlds today, however, are far from these visions. Worlds today exhibit properties that
prevent success similar to applications such as the web: they scale poorly, have centralized control, or cannot
be easily extended.

Researchers at Stanford and Princeton are attempting to overcome these limitations by focusing on five
important properties to scalably support large numbers of interacting virtual worlds [8].

• Federation: Many service providers may contribute computational, networking, and storage re-
sources to run the virtual worlds. These physical administrative domains must be able to cooperate
and interoperate, yet they must also have freedom in managing the internal workings of their networks.

• Expansibility: The design must be able to support virtual worlds with very different uses and logical
administrative properties.

• Scalability: The ecosystem should be able to support large numbers of worlds, worlds with great
expanses of virtual regions, and large numbers of objects and activity within small regions of virtual
space.

• Migration: Providers need to physically migrate objects and environments across hosts for load bal-
ancing, fail-overs, and optimization; users and objects need to logically migrate objects across worlds
for seamless integration.

• Security: All parties (users, application developers, world administrators, service providers) need to
be able to protect themselves from malicious entities.

Their approach is based on three key design principles. First, rather than being centralized or peer-to-
peer, the system is based on federation: cooperative but notnecessarily collaborative interaction between
multiple parties. Second, application communication is grounded in three-dimensional coordinate spaces:
objects can only communicate after being introduced through proximity. This geometric addressing decou-
ples applications from their physical locations on hosts. Third, by using this communication model, the
system can directly interface with the physical world. But it also governs how we can leverage physical
constraints, such as constant flux per unit space, in order tobound communication and thus scale to large,
complex environments [11].
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The researchers are closely collaborating with the builders of an open, large, distributed virtual world
system, called Meru. Their goal is to provide a framework forMeru to leverage, while it in turn provides
an application driver for their design. They plan to build and deploy a prototype of their virtual world
environment on VICCI, since it satisfies their requirementsfor a hosting infrastructure: low latency and
high throughput between commonly-interacting objects hosted on nearby nodes; fault tolerance between
different worlds or regions by limiting fate sharing; and content and computation hosted at administratively-
specified locations for security and privacy.

2.2.2 A Cloud for Personal Applications

Large, online services are the dominant model today for personal applications that require more com-
pute resources than are available on the device. Such applications provide short-term “lock-in” benefits
to providers, but require large capital investment for eachapplication, increasing the barrier-to-entry. Fur-
thermore, the centralization of control and personal data that results from such a “mainframe model” are
beginning to raise ethical, political, and legal concerns.

Researchers at ETH Zurich argue that a new class of compelling applications can be enabled by a
different model: each user has apersonalcomputing platform comprising a mixture of cloud resources
and personal devices such as phones, PDAs, and PCs. A simple example application scenario is as follows:
a user employs his phone’s camera to capture location-tagged images of his surroundings, which are then
processed by a rented cluster acquired on-demand, togetherwith related images stored on the user’s home
server, to synthesize 3D content such as a scene reconstruction which may then be rendered on the phone a
few seconds later. They are interested in the abstractions and mechanisms to support such applications that
do not rely on a dedicated service infrastructure (as required with, for example, Microsoft PhotoSynth).

Such a system faces a number of challenges. One is in acquiring the right resources, in response to
application load and external conditions (such as provideroutages, user mobility, or changing pricing struc-
tures). A second challenge is heterogeneity—the system must capture and represent knowledge about the
characteristics of diverse devices (phones, PCs, virtual machines, etc.) and allow the application to reason
about their current (and future) device set. A third is routing—an integrated but heterogeneous platform for
personal applications must maintain inter-device connectivity over a diverse and rapidly changing network
topology.

The researchers are designing Rhizoma [36], a stable platform for deploying and accessing personal ap-
plications which ties together a dynamic collection of cloud resources with personal devices such as phones
and home computers. Rhizoma consists of anoverlay networkproviding uniform connectivity, resource
discovery, and synchronization services, together with aknowledge baseto handle the heterogeneity in
the system and acoordinatorwhich automatically acquires and releases resources (bothnetwork links and
computational power) on demand. Rhizoma addresses the challenges identified above by applying con-
straint logic programming (CLP) and using cloud machines torun a CLP solver in realtime on behalf of
the application. CLP is appealing since it combines the expressive representative power of formats like
RDF with powerful reasoning capabilities based on constrained optimization. Furthermore, recent work on
declaratively-specified routing protocols translates cleanly to the CLP environment, providing a powerful
tool to tackle routing both within and between applications.

Current cloud computing providers are not yet a good fit for Rhizoma. They provide low-level resources
in the form of virtual machines, but without control over thenetworking resources used nor, crucially, the
locations of the virtual machines. For example, EC2 provides a choice of VMs in Europe or the US, but
nothing more fine-grained. VICCI provides a stable computing environment, representative of real cloud
providers, but with the additional control over VM placement and networking.
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2.3 Cross-Cutting Issues

These are projects focused on broad, cross-cutting questions about how the underlying cloud infrastructure
should be designed, with a particular focus on faults, networking, and security.

2.3.1 Tolerating and Detecting Faults in a Cloud

Cloud applications are often designed as a composition of multiple services. For instance, the customers of
Amazon’s EC2 can use the S3 storage service, which in turn uses Dynamo as a storage substrate (also used
by Amazon’s e-commerce platform). As another example, Google’s indices are built using the MapReduce
parallel processing framework, which in turn can use GFS forstorage.

Faults are inevitable in such environments, and can not onlyhave various sources, but, more impor-
tantly, various effects on the behavior of faulty components. To give a few recent examples, Amazon’s
S3 storage service suffered a multi-hour outage, caused by corruption in the internal state of a server that
spread throughout the entire system [25]; an outage in Google’s App Engine was triggered by a bug in
datastore servers that caused some requests to return errors [9]; and a multi-day outage at the Netflix DVD
mail-rental was caused by a faulty hardware component that triggered a database corruption event [16].
Dealing with faults that cause these complex failure modes is critical. Researchers at MPI-SWS are ex-
ploring two different vectors for handling them: masking their effects using replication, and detecting them
using accountability.

Services replicate data and computation to mask the effectsof machine crashes in data centers. Repli-
cas commonly span multiple sites to withstand events that make an entire data center unreachable, such as
network partitions, maintenance events, and physical disasters. However, it is commonly assumed in these
environments that nodes fail cleanly by becoming completely inoperable; when such failure assumptions
are not met, the results can be catastrophic as the above events suggest. Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)
can withstand complex faults, but current BFT protocols canbecome unavailable if a small fraction of their
replicas are unreachable. This is because they favor strongsafety guarantees (consistency) over liveness
(availability). The researchers have proposed a new BFT replication protocol, called Zeno [29], that trades
consistency for higher availability. Zeno replaces strongconsistency (linearizability) with a weaker guar-
antee (eventual consistency): clients can temporarily miss each others’ updates, but when the network is
stable the states from the individual partitions are mergedby having the replicas agree on a total order for
all requests.

An alternative approach is fault detection: instead of attempting to mask the effects of faults, they are
detected after the fact and their root causes traced. For instance, customers of a cloud computing service
expect the service to correctly execute the code provided bythe customer. If a malfunction occurs, it may
be difficult to establish which node is responsible for the problem, and even more challenging to produce
evidence that proves a party’s innocence or guilt. In the case of a customer’s bug, the provider would like
to be able to prove its innocence, and in the case of the faultyprovider, the customer would like to obtain
proof of that fact.

To address these issues the researchers are designing a framework for running accountable web services,
where the entire system being outsourced runs inside anaccountable virtual machine. By applying the prin-
ciples and protocols of accountability at the level of the virtual machine monitor, they can detect deviations
from the expected behavior of an entire operating system andrespective applications. VICCI will enable
them to deploy their replication protocols and better understand the trade-off between consistency and avail-
ability when replicas are located in different data centers. For the fault detection component of the project,
they plan to use VICCI to study the overheads of adding accountability in a virtualized environment.
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2.3.2 Networking Issues

The proposed experimental platform enables a wide range of research in network support for clouds—
within and between data centers, and between the cloud and users. Princeton researchers plan to use VICCI
to design, prototype, and deploy new architectures that make clouds more efficient, more flexible, and easier
to manage.

Simple data-center networks with static multipath routing. The routers and switches in data-center
networks are a relatively large fraction of the cost and complexity in data centers. The researchers believe
data-center networks could be much simpler, and more reliable, if the network elements provided a simple
abstraction of “static” multipath routing. In their architecture, the network-management system, or fabric
controller, computes multiple paths between pairs of nodesand installs the corresponding forwarding tables
in the network elements. At the edge of the network, edge switches or even end hosts split traffic over these
paths. When links fail, simple end-to-end path-failure detection allows the edge nodes to avoid directing
traffic over the failed paths, without triggering any routing convergence inside the network. The network
elements simply forward packets at the behest of the fabric controller, and do not need to run any control-
plane protocols. They believe this simple architecture will be effective at reducing the complexity and cost
of the network, while achieving efficient load balancing andfast failure recovery.

Multi-path routing to improve reliability and load balance. Existing data-center topologies rely on
multi-path routing schemes for recovery from failure, but existing failover protocols (e.g., MPLS fast re-
route) do not scale and are not sensitive to congestion. In data-center networks, variations in the offered
demand put a heavy strain on the network, and the networks themselves can be subject to switch and port
failures. Fortunately, low propagation delays enable quick feedback about network conditions, and the end-
host servers are a natural place to adapt the sending rates. The researchers are exploring extensions to their
previous work in scalable multipath routing in the wide-area for improving reliability and traffic load balance
in data centers. The new protocols rely on having links in thenetwork export simple statistics, such as link
utilization, to the fabric controller. The fabric controller can use this information to either compute new
topologies or instruct the edge nodes to change their sending rates and splitting percentages. The controller
can run optimization algorithms to either derive the appropriate response for each edge node to optimize
network-wide metrics, or recompute the underlying topology itself.

Peering On-Demand. Services that are hosted in a cloud may require a virtual networking environment
to retain real-time, fine-grain control over how traffic enters and exits the cloud. For example, given the
global nature of many Internet applications, cloud data centers can be in many diverse geographical loca-
tions; a cloud service could expose some of these connectivity options and let the service provider decide
how the traffic is routed into, out of, and across the cloud forthat service. Currently, this type of flexi-
ble connectivity is difficult to achieve. Cloud infrastructure providers try to balance performance and cost
for Internet connectivity, and customizing upstream connectivity for each service or virtual network in the
cloud may be challenging. Virtual networks, on the other hand, face multiple hurdles if they want to connect
directly with the service providers on the Internet, including negotiating direct contracts with ISPs and ob-
taining routable IP addresses for proper peering, and connecting the virtual network to the external Internet.
These challenges become even more significant when the virtual networks are short-lived (e.g., a virtual
network is provisioned for a specific event). In these cases,negotiating upstream connectivity from ISPs,
who prefer stable, predictable BGP sessions, may be inconvenient. In the same way that cloud computing
infrastructure allows services to adapt quickly to growth and changes in demands, the network resources and
connectivity (e.g., BGP peering, capacity, hosting), should also beelastic. The researchers are investigating
the ability of these Elastic Networks to support various types of applications, particularly those that require
rapid adaptation of network resources, control over inbound and outbound traffic, or both.
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2.3.3 Trusted Cloud Computing

Recent studies have found that, despite the potential benefits, chief executives and IT managers are reluctant
to deploy internal systems into the cloud due to fears about security threats and loss of control of data and
systems. One of the most serious concerns is the possibilityof confidentiality violations: either maliciously
or accidentally, the employees of cloud providers can tamper with or leak a customer’s confidential data.

In order to prevent confidentiality violations, customers of cloud services might resort to encryption.
While encryption is effective in securing data before it is stored at the provider site, it cannot be applied in
services where data is to be computed, since the unencrypteddata must reside in the memory of the host
running the computation. In Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud services such as Amazon’s EC2, the
provider hosts virtual machines (VMs) on behalf of its customers, who can do arbitrary computations. In
these systems, anyone with privileged access to the host canread or manipulate a customer’s data. Conse-
quently, customers cannot protect their VMs on their own. There is a clear need for a technical solution that
guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of cloud computation in a way that is verifiable by the customers
of the service.

Traditional trusted computing platforms like Terra [2] take a compelling approach to this problem. Terra
is able to prevent the owner of a physical host from inspecting and interfering with a computation, and
also provides a remote attestation capability that enablesa remote party to determine up-front whether the
host can securely run the computation. Such platforms can effectively secure a VM running in a single
host. However, many providers run data centers comprising several hundreds of machines, and a customer’s
VM can be dynamically scheduled to run on any one of them. Thiscomplexity and the opaqueness of the
provider backend creates vulnerabilities that traditional trusted platforms cannot address.

Researchers at MPI-SWS have proposedtrusted cloud computing platform(TCCP) [26], a system that
ensures the confidentiality and integrity of computations that are outsourced to IaaS services. The TCCP
provides the abstraction of a closed box execution environment for a customer’s VM, guaranteeing that no
privileged administrator can inspect or tamper with its content. Moreover, before requesting the service to
launch a VM, the TCCP allows a customer to reliably and remotely determine whether the service backend
is running a trusted TCCP implementation. This capability extends the notion of attestation to the entire
service, and thus allows a customer to verify if its computation will run securely.

The researchers plan to implement a working prototype of TCCP. Once the prototype is built, through
thorough experimentation in realistic deployment environments such as VICCI, they hope to demonstrate
that TCCP can significantly improve the security of outsourced computation, and create new incentives for
a more widespread adoption of cloud computing services. VICCI will also allow them to evaluate the TCCP
attestation protocols in challenging yet realistic scenarios where VMs might be migrated from one data
center to a different one, e.g. for the purpose of locating services closer to the clients that access them.

3 VICCI Design and Development

VICCI is designed to provide a realistic environment to evaluate and deploy scalable network services. Our
philosophy for VICCI is strongly influenced by our experience with PlanetLab, which has demonstrated the
importance of deploying experimental network services on platforms that are realistic enough to attract a
real user community. It is only by observing how research prototypes are used in practice that researchers
learn the right set of problems to solve [20]. To this end, VICCI is designed to supportdeployment studies
of the research prototypes described in the previous section, as well as similar systems being proposed by
the research community.
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VICCI is currently under construction (for up-to-date status, see [34]). When completed, VICCI will
consist of hardware and software components, as follows:

• At the hardware level, VICCI will consist of seven geographically dispersed compute clusters: four
in the US (at Princeton, Stanford, Georgia Tech, and the University of Washington), two in Europe
(at the Max Plank Institute for Software Systems and ETHZ) and one in Asia (University of Tokyo).
Each cluster will consist of70 × 12-core servers (840 cores) connected by programmable OpenFlow
switches [18]. Each cluster will be connected to the Internet (and hence, each other) by 100Mbps-
1Gbps of network connectivity. The US sites are also connected by VINI [1]—a virtualized and
programmable backbone network leveraging Internet2 and the National Lambda Rail. Each site will
also support 10Mbps connectivity to the commodity Internet, and hence, to end users.

• At the software level, VICCI will consist of two primary components: (1) lightweight virtualization
software that runs on each server, giving each researcher anisolated virtual machine (VM) in which
they can run their experimental service; and (2) remote management software that sets up, provisions,
and controls distributed VMs on behalf of research projects.

3.1 Rationale

The goal is to support research into system support for geographically distributed and widely used appli-
cations. These applications are currently not served by either the large central cluster model (one site, one
MapReduce), or by the PlanetLab model (many poorly provisioned sites) available today. Most widely used
applications fall between these two extremes—services we want to offer on a planetary scale, and so can’t
be hosted at just one site, but still computation and data intensive enough to not be feasible on PlanetLab’s
limited per-site resources.

We are building seven geographically distributed sites forthe same reason commercial services provided
by companies like Google and Yahoo run at multiple sites today: to locate services within 10-20ms of users.
We settle on approximately 1000 cores per site as a compromise—10,000 or 100,000 cores per site would
be prohibitively expensive, but O(1000) cores per site willbe enough to expose the important issues such a
system must face.

For example, one general class of system architecture is to build up richer services by loosely coupling a
number of smaller functional groups. These groups may differ by function (e.g., the spell-checking service
for web search) or by partitioning some larger dataset into individual components (e.g., using consistent
hashing as in Harmony, or through a directory service as in GFS/HDFS). At O(1000) cores, service devel-
opers will have sufficient scale to deploy rich services thatare composed of a number of smaller functional
groups. This will naturally support research into a management framework for organizing and composing
such cloud services even across researchers. As a secondaryeffect, the size of the clusters implies that
deployments will need to stretch across multiple racks within each collocation site. Such a deployment
requires that system developers grapple with varying bisectional bandwidth and latencies between cluster
nodes.

Viewed another way, we believe we are provisioning VICCI with sufficient horse-power to run exper-
imental services that support 100k to 1M end users. This target seems well justified given our experience
with services this same research community has deployed on PlanetLab. In fact, we envision VICCI and
PlanetLab complementing each other in their support of realistic network services, with VICCI providing
a small number of resource-rich data centers and PlanetLab providing an modest compute and storage ca-
pacity distributed to locations near the end users. In otherwords, PlanetLab will serve as VICCI’s access
network.
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Finally, we note that there are possible alternatives to VICCI, but they have limitations that make them
less effective platforms. One is Amazon’s EC2, which gives users the ability to create and configure VMs.
Like VICCI, EC2 gives users the option of placing their VMs atroughly half a dozen geographically dis-
persed sites. Unfortunately, EC2 gives researchers no visibility into, or control over, the internal workings
of the cloud, and as a consequence, is it is not suitable for experimenting with the design of the cloud it-
self. Moreover, our analysis of the types of workloads VICCIresearchers want to run—i.e., continuously
running network services that transmit terabytes of data to/from Internet hosts every day—shows that the
cost of using EC2 would be significantly higher than VICCI, approaching $1M per experimental service per
year.

Open Cirrus (OC) is another a multi-site cloud initiative. It involves HP, Yahoo, and Intel, plus a handful
of Universities across the US, Europe and Asia. At a high level, OC has many of the same objectives as
VICCI. The reality, however, is quite different. OC does notsupport a common set of abstractions, with each
site offering a different programming model and control framework (e.g., the Yahoo testbed offers Hadoop
running in Java VMs, the HP testbed offers Xen domains, and the Intel testbed is based on the Tashi VM
management system).1 Moreover, OC adopts a model of research projects being allocated large fractions
of each testbed for limited periods of time (i.e., to run large, data-intensive MapReduce jobs), whereas
VICCI is being designed to support continuously running services and applications that support a real user
community.

Finally, Microsoft’s Windows Azure offers researchers access to cloud facilities, but it also focuses on
enabling applications (e.g., “exploring rich and diverse multidisciplinary data on a large scale”) rather than
the mechanisms, subsystems, and programming models underlying the cloud’s design.

3.2 Development Strategy

PlanetLab software provides a starting point for VICCI—allowing us to rapidly deploy VICCI and make
it available for early use—but it needs to be extended and specialized in several ways to support the full
VICCI research agenda. The following outlines the the five key extensions we plan to make to the PlanetLab
software stack.

• Node Virtualization: PlanetLab currently supports container-based virtualization, which means all
VMs share a common (Linux) kernel. We will extend the implementation to also support other types
of VMs, including Xen, OpenVZ, and Linux Containers. This will involve leveraging an open-source
project (calledlibvirt ) that aims to provide a unified interface for configuring manytypes of virtual
machines. We will also ensure that these various types of VMsare properly configured for use by
researchers, with the right subsystems installed.

• Network Virtualization: PlanetLab currently does not manage the local interconnect. We will lever-
age the OpenFlow switches that interconnect the cluster nodes to manage intra-cluster traffic on a per
service/application basis. This will involve installing packet-forwarding rules that direct incoming
requests to the appropriate nodes. We will also explore the use of OpenFlow to balance server load,
while respecting the need for successive packets to reach the same server.

• Bandwidth Management: PlanetLab currently limits outgoing network bandwidth from each node,
so as to not overwhelm the hosting site, but we will need to extend this bandwidth throttle to work

1Of the individual clusters participating in Open Cirrus, the HP effort has the most in common with VICCI. There already exists
a close collaboration between HP and the PIs, working to wrapthe HP cluster with the VICCI programmatic interface, thereby
allowing VICCI users to include the HP cluster in their experiments.
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across all the nodes in a cluster. Our plan is to integrate thedistributed rate limitermechanism
developed at UCSD [21]. The mechanism enforces a global limit, but also ensures that congestion-
responsive transport-layer flows behave as if they traversed a single, shared limiter. We will also
explore the use of DRL across VICCI as a whole.

• Resource Allocation: PlanetLab currently supports a best-effort model of resource allocation. We
will extend the implementation to support resource guarantees, for example, allowing VMs to be
allocated entire processor cores. As the necessarily schedulers and allocators already exist, this will
primarily involving extending the management software to account for the resources that have been
allocated and the resources that are still available for allocation. We will also implement an admission
control mechanism and a complementary set of incentives to encourage the research community to
contribute more resources to VICCI.

• Cluster Support: The current PlanetLab deployment assumes a small number of servers at each
site (generally two or three), each of which runs aNode Managerthat responds to requests to create,
provision, and destroy VMs on the node. To support clusters,we will build a new software component,
called aSite Manager, to configure and manage a cluster of nodes as a unit, thereby eliminating the
overhead of remotely managing the individual nodes at a given site. In addition, we will extend the
Site Manager to be responsible for mapping VMs onto the available physical nodes. This will make
it possible for users to requestN VMs at a site without having to know about the availability of
individual nodes.

Making these extensions will result in an instrument capable of supporting the research outlined in the
previous section, but folding the results of that research back into VICCI will make it an even more effective
platform for research into scalable network systems. Supporting such an incremental evolution of VICCI is
a fundamental strategy of this proposal.

Sometimes called spiral design, the strategy is to build incrementally, taking experience and user feed-
back into account. It is a well known result of computer science research that in software or hardware
construction efforts, errors are cheapest to fix when they are caught early. The best way to do that is to
put the system into active use at the earliest possible moment, gain experience with the live system, and
incrementally evolve the system based on what you learn. This is an approach we have used with success
building PlanetLab.

We take this strategy a step further by planning for the results of the research doneon VICCI eventually
being folded backinto VICCI. The key to doing this is to define interfaces that make it possible to support
multiple versions of any given feature—both competing approaches and multiple versions (old/limited and
new/improved) of various system functions. In other words,one can view the research outlined in the
previous section as the “advanced development plan” for VICCI, the instrument.

4 Conclusion

We believe that VICCI will have a significant impact on the research community. VICCI will build on the
successful model established by PlanetLab, which has become an essential tool for network and distributed
systems research: researchers that make claims about network protocols and services use PlanetLab to
demonstrate how their designs hold up in a real network. We are constructing VICCI to allow researchers
to evaluate the next generation of scalable distributed systems research under real-world conditions.
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We also expect VICCI, like PlanetLab, to serve as a training ground for the next generation of graduate
students, giving them the opportunity to learn the art of building cutting-edge distributed systems. VICCI
will expose students to the challenges of creating distributed systems that run at a global scale, giving
them experience coping with transient failures, differences in connectivity cliques, variations in latency and
bandwidth, abuses inflicted by real users (some of which are malicious), and more. VICCI will expose a
new generation of students to the challenges of creating distributed services that support, comprise, and run
within “the Cloud”.
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